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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we determine the Euclidian distance matrix which is closest to a 
given (not necessarily Euclidian) one. We admit a wide class of appropriate matrix 
norms as measures of closeness. Majorization results on sums of eigenvalues of 
symmetric matrices serve as basic tools. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Weconsidermatrices D=(d,j),Gi,jG,,~(W”X” thespaceof real nXn 
matrices, which satisfy 
dij = dji 
t 
=0 if i= j, 
<O if i#j. 
A matrix with the above properties is called a distance matrix. Let 9 denote 
the cone of such distance matrices. The question whether for a given D E 9 
there exist n points xi,. . . , x,, E Rk (the k-dimensional Euclidian space) such 
that 
where for z =(zr,..., zk jr E II%", 11~11 =(C~=,Z$)'/~ denotes the norm of z, is 
answered by a well-known theorem of Schoenberg [6]: 
THEOREM. Let 1, XP denote the n X p matrix whose components are 1, 
I,, the identity matrix of order n, and E, the orthogonal projection onto the 
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* 11. 
In this paper we solve the above problem for a wide class of appropriate 
norms. As special case we obtain a result of Mardia [4]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let s E Iw” be such that sTlnXl = 1, and 
P, = I, - lnx$ 
be the corresponding projection. s * denotes the transpose of s. Since for a 
Euclidian distance matrix J”(O) c l,‘, r, J(D) denoting the null space of 
D and I the orthogonal complement, we have the following extended 
characterization (cf. Gower [3]): D E 9 is Euclidian if and only if there exists 
sE:[w”, S*l,X1= 1, such that PSDPST > 0. The last condition in fact holds iff 
PtDP,r> 0 for all t E R”, trl,,, = 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let II.11 denote an arbitrary norm on R n x *, and V the 
subspace of symmetric n x n matrices which have xero diagonal elements. 
For s E R”, sTlnxl = 1, let P, be as in (2). Then, Il.II(‘) given by ]]A]ICS)= 
IIP,AI’,TII, A E V, is a norm on V. 
Proof. What is nontrivial to show is that ]]A]ICS’ = 0 implies A = O,,,. 
But P,APT= O,,,, gives the existence of y = ( yi, . . . , y,, )* E [w n and (Y E [w ’
such that A = yl,,, + l,,,y* + (~1,~~. Then A E V implies that yI = - (r/2 
for i = 1,. . . , n and therefore A = 0, Xn. n 
In the following we need the concept of majorization. Following the 
notation of Marshall and Olkin [S, p. 71, we say x E (w” is majorized by 
FIT TO A DISTANCE MATRIX 
y E R” (X + y) if 
k k 
C “[iI< C Y[i]’ k=l,...,n-1, 
i=l i=l 
(3) 
i=l i=l 
where xIil and Y,~, denote the components of x and y in decreasing order. 
In the following R n xn denotes the space of all n x rt symmetric matrices. 
For A ~i&“~” let h(A) denote the vector of eigenvalues of A, unique up to 
permutations of its components, XiJ A) = (ho,(A), . . . , h,, ,( A))T the vector 
of eigenvalues in increasing order, and h,,(A)=(h,,,(A),...,h,,,(A))r in 
decreasing order. 
LEMMA 2. Let A, BEfinX”. Then 
(4 x,,(A)+ h,(B) + VA + B)+ x,,(A)+ hdBh 
(b) X,,(A) - A,,(B) < h(A - B) + h,,(A) - hill(B)* 
Proof. The right hand side majorization in (a) is due to Fan [2]. To prove 
the left majorization we employ an extended extremal representation of 
Wielandt (cf. [7], [l]) for sums of eigenvalues: Let 1~ k < n and 1~ ii < . . . 
< i, < n. Then 
SUP 
j=l A-f, C C At, 
.i:$ ,i xFAxj, 
j 'IJ-1 
5 A,,,,(B)= inf 
k 
sup c x;Bxj, 
j=l AI, c c 36, X, E .$,, j = 1 
(4) 
where Mj are subspaces of dimension ii, j = 1,. . . , k, and {xl,. . . , xk } are 
orthonormal. It follows that 
k k 
C h,i,](A)+‘,,-i,+ll(B) G SUP sup c x;(A+ B)xj 
j=l Ml C '. C-II, X,E M, j = 1 
k 
G C ‘Ljl(A + B), 
j=l 
(5) 
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where the extremes are taken in the same way as in (4). Since (5) is valid for 
all k-fold sums of components of hde( A)+ hi,,(B) and equality holds for 
k = n, the conditions (3) are satisfied. This proves (a). 
(b) follows from (a) by observing that hdJ - B) = - Xi,,(B). n 
REMARK. A first step (but not a majorization result) of the left hand side 
of Lemma 2(a) is given in Marshall and Olkin [5, p. 2451. 
3. THE BEST FIT TO A GIVEN MATRIX 
For peRi, 
and ( fp)l/p 
pal, let fp:IWn-+[W1, &(r, ,..., rn)=Ci’=i]rr]P. Then f, 
are both Schur-convex; the latter is even a symmetric gauge 
function. It follows that 
llAllp = [&,@(A))] I”> P B 1, (6) 
is an orthogonal invariant norm on l@“,’ (see Marshall and Olkin [5, p, 2631). 
In the following theorem we abbreviate, for x E Iw’, 
x + = max{ x,0} and xP = max{ - x,0}. 
THEOREM 1. Let C E fi nxn have the representation C = 
Tdi4~I,I(C), . . . , h,,,(C))Tr, T orthogonal and k < n. Then for all p > 1 
= ,jll Ih[i](C) 1’ i + Yi /~,,,W)l” 
l/P 
) 
i=k I I r 
and the minimum is attained for 
A, =Tdiag(h;,,(C) ,..., h;,,(C),0 ,..., 0)T’. 
FIT TO A DISTANCE MATRIX 
Proof Since & is Schur-convex, Lemma 2 yields 
IIC- AlI; = k Ih,(C- A)IP 
i=l 
2 It IQ,(C) - h[I,iA)IP 
i=l 
a i: Ip@)IP+ i=$+Llw)lp 
i=l 
for all A > 0 with r(A) < k. It is easy to see that equality holds for A * given 
above. n 
We are now ready to determine the best Euclidian fit to a given distance 
matrix under )I. Iii;” which are norms on 9 defined in Lemma 1 and (6). 
THEOREM 2. Let DES and sER” be such that sTlnXl=l. Assume 
the following representation: P, DP,’ = Tdiag( y,r,, . . . , y[,,] )T ?‘, T orthogonal, 
P, as in (2). 
Let B=(bij)lGi.jsn=Tdiag(yGl ,..., yfi,,O ,..., O)TT and D,=B- 
bl -1 1xn ,,xlbT, where b=&(bll,...,b,,). Then D,E~(, and IID- 
D,lly)< llD - All:’ for all p 2 1, for all A E 9(, having r(E,AE,,)< k, 
k < n. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 
IIP,Df’,T - Blip d IlP,DP;r - P,A<,TIl, 
for all A E lk n xn such that P, AP,’ > 0 and T( P, Al’,?) < k. But B = P, BP,T = 
P, D * P,‘. It follows that 
IlD - &]I’$‘< ]]D - A]];’ 
for all A E gC having r( P, APT) = r( E,AE,) < k. Obviously D, E 9, and 
since P, D * I’,’ > 0, it follows that D * E gp. W 
For p=2 and s=(l/n)l,,xi we obtain the result of Mardia [4] as a 
special case. 
Once we have chosen the appropriate norm 1). I]:‘, it is clear from 
Theorem 2 how to calculate the best Euclidian fit D, to a given distance 
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matrix D.Moreoverlet T=(t, ,..., t,,), tigIW”,i=l ,..., ~Thentherowsof 
the composed n x k matrix ((~6~ )l12t,, . . . ,(y;k,)l12tk) yield n points in [w k 
which have D, as matrix of pairwise distances as in (1). 
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